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SADM: Solely Automated Decision Making

SADM refers to Solely Automated Decision Making where algorithmic decisions 
are made without human in the loop

Examples:
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What are SADM related 
rights under EU-GDPR?

To not be 
subjected to SADM 
(exceptions apply)

To request 
human 
intervention

To contest 
the decision 
(and appeal)

To obtain an 
explanation of the 
logic involved 

SADM right



Our study is 
motivated to explore 
citizens’ perspective 
on SADM because...

Audience of these explanation 
systems are ordinary citizens

Incorporating citizens' 
perspectives can make these 
explanation more usable 

Inform companies and 
policymakers to effectively 
implement SADM related-rights



We explored 3 research questions 

What are people’s  
understanding
of SADM right?

What challenges
do people anticipate 

in exercising the 
SADM right?

RQ1 RQ3

What aspects 
of SADM do people 

want to know?

RQ2
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Our study methodology included 
a transnational survey

Online survey: 192 from 
U.S. on Amazon MTurk, 
200 from U.K. on Prolific

Mix of open-ended 
and multiple choice 
questions

Video tutorial1

on SADM right, 
created in-house

MIXED-METHOD 
DATA ANALYSIS

392
PARTICIPANTS

21
QUESTIONS

2
MINS

1 Our SADM video tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrQMqmPEWQs&t=1s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrQMqmPEWQs&t=1s


We identified 3 main findings

Attributes of SADM 
decision to explain

(Mis)understandings 
of SADM right

Challenges of 
exercising SADM right
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Our study found three major misunderstandings of SADM right

Deny being subjected 
to SADM

Opt-out of SADM

Opt-out of 
SADM

Choice b/w SADM & 
Human involvement

AI Human

“[..] companies can't make default 
decisions for people who use 

their sites [..] people would have 
to accept or opt in” 

- P41, US

“You have the right to request that 
a human looks at your application 
for something before a decision is 

made” - P151, UK

“It’s a right for you to not consent 
to automatised decision” 

- P148, UK
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There are 10 major attributes of SADM decision to explain as 
suggested by participants

No explanation

Type of 
Information

Fairness of 
algorithm

Unique Factors

Human 
involvement

Source of 
Information

Personalized 
Explanation
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Explanation of 
logic involved

Data accuracy & 
appeal

Company 
infrastructure



Participants suggested 3 novel attributes of SADM decision to 
explain, not previously covered by guidelines

No explanation

Type of 
Information

Fairness of 
algorithm

Unique Factors

Human 
involvement

Source of 
Information

Personalized 
Explanation

“I would like them to explain how much weight they put on what 
specific data information that (they) have on me” - P46, US
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Explanation of 
logic involved

Data accuracy & 
appeal

Company 
infrastructure



Personalized explanations 
designed to let people zoom 
into details about how 
SADM made a decision

A car insurance company 
provides customers with 
interactive sandbox to 
explain insurance premium

A bank website shows 
SADM icon next to its credit 
card application

Our findings suggest design implications for Industry

Sandboxes for SADM Icon for SADM 
processing

Personalized 
Explanation template

Example: Example:
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Example:



Thank you!

Questions?

Contact: smirity2@illinois.edu

@salt_ischool
Smirity Kaushik, Yaxing Yao, Pierre Dewitte, Yang Wang
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